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CP , T AND CPT IN B-FACTORIES �J. BernabéuDepartamento de Físia Teória, Universitat de ValeniaDr. Moliner 50, 46100 Burjassot, Valenia, Spain(Reeived May 7, 2001)I disuss a novel method to study the indiret violation of the disretesymmetries CP , T and CPT in the Bd-system. It is based on the op-portunity o�ered by B-fatories to tag the CP eigenstate of Bd by meansof the CP Conserving Diretion. Transitions between both �avour andCP tagged states are used to onstrut genuine and non-genuine CP -odd,T -odd and CPT -odd asymmetries.PACS numbers: 11.30.Er 1. IntrodutionThe study of the violation of CP , T and CPT symmetries in the timeevolution of theK0� �K0system has been performed by the CP -LEAR exper-iment [1℄. The onstrution of appropriate observables is based on �avour-to-�avour transitions. These T -odd and CPT -odd observables would bezero, even in presene of T and CPT fundamental violation, if there wereno absorptive omponents in the e�etive Hamiltonian. For the kaon sys-tem, the di�erent lifetimes of physial states, KS and KL, ensures this is notthe ase. On the ontrary, in the ase of the Bd-system, the width di�erene�� between the physial states is expeted [2℄ to be negligible. Then theT -odd and CPT -odd observables proposed for kaons, whih are based on�avour tag, vanish for a Bd-meson system with ��=0.In this presentation I disuss alternative observables [3℄ that an be on-struted from the entangled states of Bd mesons in a B-fatory, in order tostudy indiret violation of CP , T and CPT . These are based on CP tag [4℄and do not need the support of a non-vanishing �� . In Setion 2, I introduethe rephasing invariant parameters " and Æ for the neutral Bd meson systemto desribe the violation of CP , T and CP , CPT symmetries, respetively,� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (1809)



1810 J. Bernabéuin the time evolution Hamiltonian. Setion 3 establishes the requirementsimposed by CPT , T and CP invarianes, separately, as well as the remain-ing non-vanishing parameters for symmetry violation when �� = 0. InSetion 4, I use the well known experimental hierarhy among the mixingsof quark �avours to �nd a well de�ned CP operator, without the freedomof CP phases, and a unique separation between CP onserving and CPviolating parts of the e�etive Hamiltonian. Setion 5 then disusses, on thebasis of the CP onserving diretion, the CP tag of Bd from the entangledstates in a B-fatory. In Setion 6, I review how to onstrut the �avourasymmetries, the analogous in the B-system to those observables measuredfor kaons. In Setion 7, I onstrut alternative asymmetries based on a CPtag. These CP , T - and CPT -odd time dependent asymmetries not only donot anel for �� = 0 but they are �genuine� in the sense that annot bemimi by the presene of absorptive parts. The limit of small �� ausesthe time-reversal operation and the exhange of deay produts of the twoB's entangled state to be equivalent. I exploit this result in Setion 8 tobuild �non-genuine� asymmetries that involve only the J/	 KS �nal state.Finally, in Setion 9, I summarise the onlusions.2. The parameters "; ÆStarting from the �avour state jB0i the orresponding CP eigenstatesare jB�i � 1p2(I � CP )jB0i (1)whih are physial and well de�ned if the CP operator is unique. One shouldrealize that the identi�ation of j �B0i in terms of CP jB0i is rephasing variant,but Eq. (1) is free from this variane: it only depends on the CP operator.Writing the e�etive Hamiltonian responsible of the time evolution ofthe B0 � �B0 system as H = M � i2� (2)its non-invariane under CP; [H; CP ℄ 6= 0, leads to physial eigenstates ofmass and width jB1i = 1p1 + j"1j2 [jB+i+ "1jB�i℄jB2i = 1p1 + j"2j2 [jB�i+ "2jB+i℄ ; (3)where "1;2 are omplex parameters desribing CP -violation in the system.



CP , T and CPT in B-Fatories 1811These rephasing invariant parameters are better interpreted in terms of" � "1 + "22 = pH12CP �12 �pH21CP12pH12CP �12 +pH21CP12 ;Æ � "1 � "2 = 2 (H11 �H22)�pH12CP �12 +pH21CP12�2 : (4)The rephasing invariane of " and Æ is apparent from Eq. (4). Thematrix elements of H and CP are understood in the �avour basis: H12 �hB0jHj �B0i, et. The observable harater of the parameters is apparent [5℄in the time evolution of the state prepared as jB� i at t = 0.3. Symmetry restritions� CPT invariane requires H11 = H22, so that Æ = 0, irrespetive of thevalue of ".� T invariane imposes Im(M12CP �12) = Im (�12CP �12) = 0, so that" = 0, independently of the value of Æ.� CP invariane leads to both " = Æ = 0.Therefore we have four real parameters whih arry information on thesymmetries of the e�etive Hamiltonian. An analysis of Eq. (4) shows thatRe (") and Im (Æ) need not only symmetry violation but �� 6= 0.For the Bd system, one expets that the width matrix � / I or, equiva-lently, �� = 0 is an exellent approximation, so thatRe(") = 0; Im (")1 + j"j2 = Im (M12CP �12)�m ;Im(Æ) = 0; Re (Æ)1 + j"j2 = M22 �M11�m : (5)The result is that Im(")6= 0 is a proof of CP - and T -violation andRe(Æ) 6= 0 is a proof of CP - and CPT -violation, whereas Re(") = 0 andIm(Æ) = 0 are not a proof of T - and CPT -invarianes, respetively.4. The CP onserving diretionThe Langrangian of the Standard Model, when written in terms of thefermion �elds with de�nite mass, gets the ontribution for both Flavour Mix-ing and CP -violation from the same ingredient: the Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix [6℄ for quarks. There is no phase hoie



1812 J. Bernabéufor the CP -transformed �elds whih leaves the Langrangian invariant. Dif-ferent hoies of phases in the CP operator would yield to non-unique sep-aration between the CP -onserving and CP -violating omponents of theLangrangian.The determination of the CP operator is, however, possible and unam-biguous [4℄ when the experimental hierarhy in the CKM mixing matrix isonsidered. In terms of the Cabibbo mixing parameter �, this hierarhyamong the three families of quarkss s s
s s s
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allows a perturbative separation of the Langrangian asLSM = L(0) +�LSM ; (6)where L(0) is LSM up to order 0(�3) inluded.With the use of L(0), the e�etive Hamiltonian (2) H(s; d) for the (sd)neutral meson system is CP onserving, beause the orresponding unitaritytriangle [7℄          �� �5ollapses to a line. Similarly, the e�etive Hamiltonian H(b; s) for the (bs)system is CP onserving too at 0(�3), beause the assoiated unitarity tri-angle          �2�2 �4



CP , T and CPT in B-Fatories 1813again ollapses to a line. On the ontrary, H(b; d) is CP -violating, beausethe three sides of the unitarity triangle are of the same order 0(�3). The threeCP phases assoiated to the three �down� triangles are not independent, dueto the yli relation ei(�b��d) = ei(�b��s)ei(�s��d) : (7)To order 0(�3), the invarianes of H(s; d) and H(b; s) determine thephases of the right-hand side of Eq. (7). As a onsequene, the CP -phasefor H(b; d), even if it is CP -violating, is determined. The result is [4℄ei(�b��d) = VdV �bjVdV �bj ����0(�3) (8)and the CP -onserving diretion mathes the harm side of the (bd) unitaritytriangle 6
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With this �xing, the separationH(b; d) = HCP +HCP� (9)in the Hamiltonian indued by L(0) is unique. The CP -operator beomeswell de�ned. The oneptual sheme should thus beL = L(0) +�LSM + LNP ; (10)where the last two terms should be treated in perturbation theory. Pos-sible CPT -violation due to the new physis Lagrangian LNP an then beinorporated.



1814 J. Bernabéu5. CP tag from entangled statesIn a B-fatory operating at the � (4S) peak, orrelated pairs of neutralB-mesons are produed through the reatione+e� ! � (4S)! B �B : (11)Bose statistis and harge onjugation symmetry require that this initialstate is j ii = 1p2 �����B0 �~k� �B0 ��~k��� ���� �B0 �~k�B0 ��~k��� (12)when written in the CM frame. This permits the performane of a �avourtag: if at time t0 one of the mesons deays to X = l (or a hannel onlyallowed for one �avour), the other meson must have the opposite �avour att0. Its later evolution during �t = t� t0 will lead to its deay to Y .The same entangled B � �B state an also be expressed in terms of CPeigenstates asj ii = 1p2 �����B� �~k�B+ ��~k��� ����B+ �~k�B� ��~k��� : (13)Thus, if the CP operator is well de�ned, it is also possible to arry outa CP tag. We need a CP -onserving deay into a de�nite CP �nal state Xat time t0, so that its detetion allows us to identify the deaying meson asa B+ or a B�. This provides the tag in the opposite side as a B� or a B+,respetively, and we an study its deay to Y after a time �t. In terms ofthe deays of the two-partile system,j ii ! (X(t0); Y (t)) (14)it is possible to establish a ditionary for the orresponding single partilemesoni transitions B+ ! B0, �B0 ! B�, et., governed by the e�etiveH(b; d) Hamiltonian.



CP , T and CPT in B-Fatories 18156. Flavour tagThe �nal on�guration denoted by (l; l) is equivalent to a �avour!�avourevolution, at the meson level. The assoiated ditionary is shown in theTable:
(l�; l+) ......................... B0 ! B0 (l+; l�) ......................... �B0 ! �B0 (l�; l�) ......................... B0 ! �B0 (l+; l+) ......................... �B0 ! B0 Exp.(X; Y ) Meson transition

CP , CPTCP , T
The �rst two transitions are self-onjugated under CPT and they areonneted by the CP - or T - transformation. The orresponding Kabir asym-metry [8℄ is A(T ) � I(l+; l+)� I(l�; l�)I(l+; l+) + I(l�; l�) ' 4 Re(")1+j"j21 + 4� Re(")1+j"j2�2 ; (15)where only linear terms in Æ (absent) have been kept, sine CPT violationis treated in perturbation theory. We observe that this time-reversal asym-metry is time independent! In the limit �� = 0 (5), one has Re(") = 0.The asymmetry A(T ) then vanishes even if CP and T violation exist. Forthe Bd-system, experimental limits for Re(") are at the level of few perent[9℄. The seond asymmetry to be onsidered isA(CPT ) � I(l+; l�)� I(l�; l+)I(l+; l�) + I(l�; l+)' �2Re� Æ1�"2� sinh ���t2 � Im� Æ1�"2� sin (�m�t)osh ���t2 + os (�m�t) (16)also to linear order in Æ. This CPT -odd asymmetry, ontrary to (15), is anodd funtion of time. In the limit �� !0, both terms of the numeratorvanish, the �rst expliitly, the seond from (5) Im(Æ)!0. Present limits onIm(Æ) [9℄ are again at the level of few perent for the Bd-system.



1816 J. Bernabéu7. Genuine asymmetriesWe may onstrut alternative asymmetries making use of the CP eigen-states of the Bd-system, whih an be identi�ed in this system by means ofa CP tag. Starting from the deay hannel (J=	KS; l+) deteted at times(t0; t), we an onsider the ditionary of the Table:

(l+; J=	KL) ...................... �B0 ! B+ (l�; J=	KL) ...................... B0 ! B+ �(J=	;KS; l�) ...................... B+ ! �B0 (J=	;KS; l+) ...................... B+ ! B0   Exp.(X; Y ) Meson transitionCP T CPT
From these four deays of the entangled state, we build three genuineasymmetries under CP , T and CPT operations. To linear order in Æ and inthe limit �� = 0, we get [3℄� The CP -odd asymmetryA(CP ) � I (J=	KS; l�)� I (J=	KS; l+)I (J=	KS; l�) + I (J=	KS; l+)= �2 Im (")1 + j"j2 sin (�m�t) + 1� j"j21 + j"j2 2Re (Æ)1 + j"j2 sin2��m�t2 �(17)whih has ontributions from T -violating and CPT -violating terms.These are, respetively, odd and even funtions of time �t. The CPasymmetry orresponds to the well known �gold plate� deay [10℄ andit has been measured reently [11℄. The inlusion of a non-vanishingRe(Æ) into this CP -odd asymmetry was onsidered in Refs. [12℄. Theseparation of T -odd and CPT -odd terms an be done [3℄ by onstrut-ing di�erent asymmetries.



CP , T and CPT in B-Fatories 1817� The T -odd asymmetryA(T ) � I (l�; J=	KL)� I (J=	KS; l+)I (l�; J=	KL) + I (J=	KS; l+)= �2 Im (")1 + j"j2 sin (�m�t)"1� 1� j"j21 + j"j2 2Re (Æ)1 + j"j2 sin2��m�t2 �#(18)whih is purely odd in �t and needs Im(") 6= 0.� The CPT -odd asymmetryA(CPT ) � I (l+; J=	KL)� I (J=	KS; l+)I (l+; J=	KL) + I (J=	KS; l+)= 1� j"j21 + j"j2 2Re (Æ)1 + j"j2 11� 2 Im(")1+j"j2 sin (�m�t) sin2��m�t2 �(19)whih needs Re(Æ)6=0, with both even and odd time dependenes.These three asymmetries are genuine. The inlusion of a possible ab-sorptive part, like �� 6= 0, annot indue by itself a non-vanishing e�et.Linear �� orretions to these asymmetries an be onsidered [3℄. Theya�et A(CP ) and A(T ), but no fake manifestation is generated. The deayhannels involved here are required to tag both B+ and B� CP -eigenstates.This needs a good reonstrution of the deay B ! J=	KL too, besides theJ=	KS hannel. There is still the possibility to stay with the J=	KS only,but at the expense of onsidering non-genuine observables.8. Non-genuine asymmetriesThere is a disrete transformation that annot be assoiated to any ofthe fundamental symmetries. It onsists of the exhange in the order ofappearane of the deay produts X and Y , i.e., �t! ��t. It transforms�J=	KS; l+��t�! �l+; J=	KS� : (20)



1818 J. BernabéuIts e�et at the meson level is shown in the following ditionary

�! (l�; J=	KS) ...................... B0 ! B�! (l+; J=	KS) ...................... �B0 ! B�(J=	;KS; l�) ...................... B+ ! �B0 ! ! (J=	;KS; l+) ...................... B+ ! B0 Exp.(X; Y ) Meson transitionCP�tCP �t
If the limit �� = 0 is valid, the temporal asymmetry from Eq. (20)satis�es A(�t) � I (l+; J=	KS)� I (J=	KS; l+)I (l+; J=	KS) + I (J=	KS; l+) = A(T ) : (21)In general, the equivalene of T and �t inversions is only valid for Hamil-tonians with the property of hermitiity, up to a global (proportional tounity) absorptive part. The approximation �� ' 0 is expeted to be validfor the Bd-system, but not for Bs and even less for K.In addition, under the same assumptions to �nd Eq. (21), one hasA(CP�t) � I (l�; J=	KS)� I (J=	KS; l+)I (l�; J=	KS) + I (J=	KS; l+) = A(CPT ) : (22)Eqs. (21) and (22) have thus aess to Im(") and Re(Æ), respetively.Their separation is assoiated with resolving odd and even funtions of �t,respetively.The asymmetries de�ned by the �rst equalities of Eqs. (21) and (22)are non-genuine, in the sense that linear �� -orretions indue new termswhih survive even in the limit " = Æ = 0: These fake e�ets are, however,alulable and ontrollable. 9. ConlusionsI have advoated here a method to study the indiret violation of thedisrete symmetries CP , T and CPT in the Bd-system. The fundamentalsteps are based on the following:



CP , T and CPT in B-Fatories 1819� The symmetry violation in the mixing Hamiltonian for B0 � �B0 isdesribed by two rephasing invariant omplex "; Æ parameters.� In the limit �� = 0, only the two real quantities Im("), Re(Æ) remainnon-vanishing.� The transitions leading to tag Flavour!Flavour are unable to �ndthese parameters.� B-fatories o�er the opportunity to tag the CP -eigenstate of Bd;bymeans of the entangled state and the use of the CP Conserving Dire-tion.� The transitions CP �Flavour an be hosen to onstrut genuine CP -odd, T -odd and CPT -odd asymmetries, able to extrat " and Æ. Theyneed the identi�ation of both J=	KS and J=	KL deay hannels.� With only J=	KS and �avour, one an onstrut a temporal asym-metry �t whih is equivalent to T -odd in the limit �� = 0: Theasymmetries based on �t exhange are non-genuine, in the sense that�� -orretions indue new terms independent of " and Æ. These fakee�ets are known expliitly.I would like to thank the Organisers of the Epiphany Conferene forthe kind invitation extended to me and the stimulating atmosphere o�eredduring these days. This researh is supported by CICYT, Spain, underGrant AEN-99/0692. REFERENCES[1℄ A. Apostolakis et al., Phys. Lett. B456, 297 (1997).[2℄ V. Khoze et al., Yad. Fiz. 46, 181 (1987); A. Auto, D. Coolihio, Phys.Rev. D47, 3945 (1993).[3℄ M.C. Bañuls, J. Bernabéu, Phys. Lett. B464, 117 (1999); M.C. Bañuls,J. Bernabéu, Nul. Phys. B590, 19 (2000).[4℄ M.C. Bañuls, J. Bernabéu, J. Hihg Energy Phys. 9906, 032 (1999).[5℄ M.C. Bañuls, J. Bernabéu, Phys. Lett. B423, 151 (1998); J. Bernabéu,M.C. Bañuls, Ata Phys. Pol. B29, 2781 (1998).[6℄ M. Kobayashi, T. Maskawa, Prog. Theor. Phys. 49, 652 (1973).[7℄ L.-L. Chau, W.-Y.Keung, Phys. Rev. Lett. 53, 1802 (1984).[8℄ P.K. Kabir, The CP Puzzle, Aademi Press, 1968, p.99.
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